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biotech companies and medical devices
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Lucía Perlado is a Junior Associate in the
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See page 14 for Cléa's article "Market-share
liability and causation: the lessons of recent
"DES" decisions"
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represented several national and
international companies in court in different
consumer claims related to alleged violations
of the Spanish Consumers Act.
See page 21 for Lucía's article "Collecting
evidence: chain of custody under increased
scrutiny by Spanish courts"
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reasoning applied by the Court in reaching its
decision. As she explains, a negligent product
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guidance on determining "defect"
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Overview
Complex cases can lead to the development of
novel principles of law, a tendency we see often
in product liability cases around the world. In
this issue of International Product Liability
Review, we provide an update on important
developments regarding "market share liability"
in the context of the French litigation involving
a certain class of drug prescribed (DES)
prescribed to pregnant women from 1948 to
1977 in France (page 14). As is often the case,
the courts, when deciding on "interests of
justice", will try to stress that new principles on
"interests of justice" should be limited to the
narrow facts of the case at hand. However,
experience invariably confirms that principles
established in this way tend to be extended over
time to broader scenarios. For this reason, the
establishment of principles of "market share
liability" in the DES litigation is likely to have
significant implications for manufacturers
marketing products in France if the recent
decisions discussed in this issue are confirmed
by the Supreme Court.
In England, the Court of Appeal has delivered
an interesting judgment in which it confirmed
that the manufacturer was not liable in
negligence for a defect in its product in
circumstances where the claimant was aware of
the defect, and chose to continue to use the
product (page 23). It might be expected that the
principles underpinning this decision would
also apply in situations where a manufacturer
has publicised a product recall, which is ignored
by a consumer, who is subsequently injured by
the defect.
On the question of policy considerations in the
context of product recalls, we report on a
decision of the Hague District Court, which was
called upon to adjudicate on whether the Dutch
Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority
would be liable where its regulatory actions led
to a product recall which, it later emerged, was
not justified (page 19). The Court decided that
the Authority was not liable for the losses
suffered by the manufacturer in the

circumstances of the case, focusing on the
central role of the manufacturer to take
responsibility for decisions about the safety of
products they have placed on the market.
This issue of International Product Liability
Review also includes a summary of the
highlights of the European Commission's
biennial International Product Safety Week,
held in Brussels in November 2016
(page 2). The events of that week, which saw
record attendances, highlighted the increasing
internationalisation of product safety. It was a
unique opportunity for stakeholders to meet in
an international forum, which included leading
regulators from around the world, to discuss the
key issues in product safety policy. The Hogan
Lovells international product safety team was
there in force for the entire week, leading a
number of the presentations, and participating
in discussions about new technologies,
enforcement policies, and practical issues in
dealing with product safety compliance in an
increasingly globalised world.
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